Release Notes
v9.7.0.0 (June 20, 2017)
fix: an error could occur when installing on certain setups with large ammounts of
system memory
fix:trying to login with an inexistent user name now gives propper error message
fix: an error ocurring in the evaluation trend report in some cases
feature: removed the automatic PBX detection function
fix: Jtapi trace levels checkboxes now display properly
feature: text-only answers are displayed in the compare scores report
feature: score will be displayed as percentage over the graphs in the compare scores
report
fix: error when accessing the replay calls page in some cases

v9.6.0.7 (May 10, 2017)
feature: Callreplay can be installed in 32 or 64 bit mode, greatly improving
performance and addressing memory allocation issues
feature: the permissions on replay calls rights has been reworked (the replay
permission on a folder will grant rights on all children of that folder)
fix: a flash bug duplicated some buttons when filling questionnaires
fix: rounding mismatch between quality reports
v9.5.0.0 (March 14, 2017)
feature: sending account info to new users no longer required when using LDAP
accounts
fix: account information e-mail now contain the password and PIN in clear text
change: Channel Pool renamed to License Pool
change: filter duration in the Replay Calls page changed from milliseconds to seconds
fix: rare migration error
fix: decrypting a call for a second time within a session
fix: rare case where unanswered outgoing SIP calls would appear as 1 hour empty
recordings
v9.4.0.0 (February 9, 2017)
fix: send mail from mail services
fix: Login and Replay Own Calls permission
fix: CallerID not visible in Replay Calls page
fix: after restarting Call Manager or temporarry losing connection to it, CallReplay will
no longer give up attempting to reconnect

v9.2.0.0 (December 12, 2016)
fix: potential user migration issue when migrating from version 8
fix: https server issueon certain configurations
fix: branch licensing error on certain conditions
fix: long startup time due to log uploader
fix: notification message is now shown if logged user tries to view calls on a category
for which permission is not given
v9.0.0.55 (September 23, 2016)
fix: recorder doesn't start if Jetty debug log is enabled

v9.0.0.54 (August 17, 2016)
fix: recorded calls shown in purple with no duration
upgrade Memolith logs
upgrade BlazeDS to v4.7.2

v9.0.0.40 (May 31, 2016)
fix:
fix:
fix:
fix:
fix:
fix:
fix:
fix:
fix:

Do Not Record phone service option
migration from v8 results in no calls visible in the UI
email notification from external to internal
call licensing doesn't show correct number of channels
CallReplay tries to contact Oracle IP, doesn't start without an Internet connection
permissions for categories
unlicensed calls shown by default
error #1010 when clicking the permissions tab
import reserved channels

v9.0.0.20 (April 22, 2016)
first release of CallReplay v9
new, revamped interface
new feature: Unified Configuration for users, permissions, email, recording policy
new feature: Dashboard
new feature: integration with Screen Recorder (Memolith)
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